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Please complete the empty sections and hand deliver this NOTICE to the individual seeking to cause the 

experiment (or other coercive act) and take a picture of both this completed NOTICE and the person you 

delivered it to and file a copy of this completed notice with your nearest Law Enforcement office, County 

Registrar, County Court, District Attorney, Attorney General and your legal counsel. Please be aware that 

some states require all parties to a conversation be aware that your interactions are being recorded and 

as such, you should inform all people present that you are recoding pictures, audio and/or video of your 

interaction. Please keep all such recordings/pictures for evidence and take notes about the 

circumstances while it is fresh in your memory. All of this may be used as evidence or support for you 

claim. 

**This notice is specific to Arizona. If you plan to use for another state, please update with your State 
Criminal Code information.** 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

 

TO: _________________________________     Date: _____________________ 

 

By authority of the Nuremberg Code on Medical Experimentation, and the determination that the 

principle of voluntary informed consent protects the right of the individual to control his own body, 

which includes the right of the individual to refuse medical treatment. The United States Government 

has extraterritorially prosecuted, convicted and executed Medical Doctors and Nurses who have 

violated the Nuremberg Code on Medical Experimentation. Aiders and abettors of Nuremberg Crimes 

are equally guilty and have also been prosecuted, convicted, and executed.  

Every court of law in any location has original jurisdiction (Universal) to hear and try Crimes Against 

Humanity; and violations of the Nuremberg Code are classified as Crimes Against Humanity, which carry 

a maximum penalty of Death.  

Keeping a patient against their will is False Imprisonment. In addition, these actions represent medical 

kidnapping. Experimenting on patients without informed consent is a medical battery, and aggravated 

assault. Experimenting on patients in while those patients are isolated/secluded and/or restrained by 

either mechanical (e.g. oxygen) or chemical (e.g. mind altering medications) means may create 

additional legal exposure: 

Specific to Arizona, A.R.S. § 13-1105 in relation to Homicide (all forms, degrees and intent levels); A.R.S. 

§ 13-1303 in relation to Unlawful Imprisonment; A.R.S. § 13-1001 in relation to Attempted Homicide; 

A.R.S. § 13-1203 in relation to Criminal Assault; A.R.S. § 44-1522 in relation to Aggravated Assault ; A.R.S. 

§ 13-1201 in relation to Endangerment ; A.R.S. § 13-1202 in relation to Threatening or intimidating; 

A.R.S. § 13-1204 in relation to Unlawful Practices; A.R.S. § 13-2310 in relation to Fraudulent Schemes 

and Artifices; A.R.S. § 13-2308.01 in relation to Participating in or Assisting a Criminal Syndicate; A.R.S. § 

13-2312 in relation to Illegal Control of an Enterprise; A.R.S. § 13-2314.04 in relation to Racketeering; 

A.R.S. § 13-2308 in relation to Terrorism; A.R.S. § 13-2308.03 in relation to Unlawful Use of Infectious 

Biological Substance; A.R.S. § 13-306 in relation to Criminal Liability of an Individual for Conduct of an 

Enterprise; A.R.S. § 13-302 in relation to Criminal Liability based upon conduct; A.R.S. § 13-1001 in 

relation to Attempt; A.R.S. § 13-201 in relation to Requirements for Criminal Liability is the performance 

by a person of conduct which includes a voluntary act or omission to perform a duty imposed by law. 

 

You are hereby put on NOTICE that any further effort to coerce, intimidate, persuade, or encourage any 

medical device, drug or procedure shown to be harmful rather than helpful in recovery, or intentionally 

restricting potentially helpful remedies to a patient implicates you as aiding and abetting in Offenses. 

Any effort to deny informed consent, withhold adequate nourishment and/or hydration, or knowingly 

participate in restraining another person without consent or legal authority implicates you as aiding and 

abetting in Offenses.  
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By the hospital which employs you, willingly accepting protections from liability and monies for 

classification and specific treatment protocols, you are participating in a criminal syndicate.  By 

facilitating the denial of treatment known to work, due to state sponsored fear and intimidation, you are 

participating in terrorism for ideological purposes.  By continuing the suffering inflicted because of a 

human altered biological infectious disease, you are participating in the misuse of an infectious 

biological substance.   

You are hereby put on NOTICE that any further effort to coerce, intimidate, persuade, trick, or compel a 

patient into medical experimentation against their will, implicates you as aiding and abetting in the 

Capital Offense of a Crime Against Humanity and listed state laws. I hereby reserve my rights to swear to 

a criminal complaint against you in any court of law. I do not contract with you in any way and expressly 

deny any contractual relationship with you.  

I hereby reserve my rights and put you on NOTICE that you may also be liable for civil damages under 

various Tort claims including but not limited to: Negligence, Fraud (in the Inducement) Intentional 

Infliction of Emotional Distress, Loss of Consortium, Trespass and Products Liability. You are hereby 

notified of potential liability and this NOTICE shall serve as actual NOTICE in support of these claims.  

 

 

Delivered to: _____________________________ (name of person on notice) BY HAND DELIVERY or 

EMAIL or CERTIFIED MAIL 

Badge Number (other ID) ______________________ (medical or law enforcement if applicable) from  

_________________________________ (agency, facility or hospital)  

on this _______ day of ___________ 20___ at: ________________________________ (place) at  

____:_____AM/PM 

 

 

By: __________________________________ (Complainant/You)  

 

 

 

 

 

 


